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Alcohol policy yields to state law 
by Renee Lee 
Due to Colorado's newly 
amended alcohol law, Regis 
College has devised a new 
alcohol policy which will com-
ply with the state laws and 
recognize the need for respon-
sible consumption of alcohol 
in a controlled setting. 
The state's law governing 
alcohol beverage use now 
restricts its sale, possession, or 
consumption to individuals 21 
years of age or older. 
In response to the law, the 
College has decided that stu-
dent possession or consump-
tion of alcohol be prohibited 
anywhere on campus. This 
decision was made after con-
siderable consultation with 
't'n~ s't-uO.en'ts, s'taU anO. iac.ul-
ty who are members of the 
Campus Student Life 
Committee. 
Because the new law 
includes a ''grandfather 
clause'' that allows consump-
tion of 3.2 beer by persons 18 
years of age, the College has 
prepared a plan to reopen the 
"Speakeasy" as a licensed 
pub. The pub will be under the 
management of SAGA Cor-
poration, the College's food 
service vendor. SAGA will be 
responsible for controlling the 
serving of all food and bever-
ages, including beer as well as 
for monitoring the age of all 
patrons. 
Students will be asked to 
show I. D.'s and will be allowed 
setting during authorized 
hours. 
"I would like it to be a situa-
tion where students can get 
together and have a good time. 
We feel the pub will be a 
positive feature and a fringe 
benefit where we feel alcohol 
can better be controlled to 
create a nice environment,'' 
says Thm Reynolds, Vice Presi-
dent of Student Life. 
Along with the new law and 
the new policy, the Student 
Executive Board has plans to 
change the name of the 
Speakeasy. 
The pub opened it's doors 
last night with a performance 
from Scott Bennett, a one man 
band. 
Coordinator of life directions 
f"Inds post exciting 
by Renee Lee 
When Joe Giacalone comes 
to work every morning, he 
does not feel as if he is com-
ing to a nine to five job. He 
says his work offers a sense of 
potential, excitement, and 
a change. 
As the new coordinator of 
Life Directions/Wellness 
Center, Giacalone has his 
reasons for enjoying his job. 
His background stems from 
public health and health 
education and as coordinator 
he is able to tie together 
his personal and professional 
values. 
Before taking on his new 
job, Giacalone worked two 
and a half years as a career 
counselor on campus. He 
later left to work with a con-
sultation firm only to return 
to Regis to teach. career 
management to RECEP 
students. 
"My philosophy of educa-
tion is that values are impor-
tant. You need to look at the 
individual and see his role in 
society and go beyond the 
content of a text. This is what 
Regis believes and what I 
believe. The Wellness Center 
is a very significant aspect of 
a college education,'' explain-
ed Giacalone. 
The purpose behind the 
Life Directions Center (photo by Craig Scott) 
Wellness Center is to meet all 
health needs physically, emo-
tionally, mentally and 
spiritually. Its emphasis is to 
promote people to develop 
healthy lifestyles. 
"What we are trying to 
communicate is that what 
people do effects their life, 
their diet, their mind, their 
body. We want to provide a 
comprehensive way of deal-
ing with life,'' says Giacalone. 
His role as coordinator is to 
collaborate and develop 
wellness programs with the 
program directors of Campus 
Ministry, Career Counseling, 
Health, and Exercise Physi-
ology along with the college 
community and to assist in 
integrating the various 
dimensions of wellness. 
The center which is located 
behind the Science building is 
finished and completely fur-
nished. The dove gray and 
mauve carpets and walls in 
the relaxation, resource, 
liturgy, all-purpose, and exer-
cise rooms offer a calm sur-
rounding for the wellness con-
cept. The exercise room, 
which is the largest of all the 
rooms, contains exercise 
bicycles and rowers along 
with speciai floor padding on 
the east side Qf the room for 
aerobics. W~ight lifting equip-
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1bm Reynolds is the new vice president for 
student life. 
New- vice president 
has fanrlliar face 
by Renee Lee 
Thm Reynolds seems to look 
like somebody that almost 
everybody seems to know, but 
they cannot figure out who, at 
least that has been his experi-
ence since he has been on 
campus. 
"Everyone thinks I seem to 
look like someone they know,'' 
said a six foot, one inch, brown 
haired Reynolds. 
Who he may look like still 
remains a mystery, but there is 
no doubt about who he is-
he is the new vice president of 
Student Life. 
As vice president, he is 
responsible for every aspect of 
student life from residence 
life, student activities and 
conduct to security, Life 
Directions and even exercise 
physiology. 
Although he has been on 
campus for a short time, he has 
already met with the Student 
Executive Board and other 
student organizations on cam-
pus. He says he is very 
impressed with the students. 
"Regis is a warm, friendly 
place. The people are willing 
and cooperative. The students 
are energetic,'' says Reynolds. 
Before coming to Regis 
ment will also be included. An 
added attraction is the sauna 
room with skylights. 
Although the center will 
not be open officially until 
Sept. 25, Giacalone stresses 
that this semester will be a 
learning experience for the 
Reynolds was the assistant 
dean of students at Loyola 
Marymount University in 
California for 10 years. At 35, 
he felt he had accomplished all 
that he could at Loyola. Com-
ing to Regis was a change with 
a job that offered him a 
challenge. 
"I was getting restless so I 
figured it was time to try 
something new,'' said 
Reynolds. 
Hesaysthateventhoughthe 
Student Life program has not 
had a permanent vice presi-
dent for a while and has lost 
seven to eight staff members 
from last year, it is up to him 
"to pull us back together." 
His goals are to replace Sally 
Ryan's post as assistant dean 
of students which will be 
renamed director of student 
activities, further develop the 
organization of Life Direc-
tions, and to get to know the 
students and staff. But Rey-
nolds stresses that his major 
priority is to involve faculty 
and staff in student activities. 
"I think it would be better 
if faculty and staff shared and 
participated in student organi-
zation. There should be a joint 
effort,'' said Reynolds. 
staff and that they need 
input. 
"We want to hear from 
you,'' said Giacalone. 
He also adds that Regis is 
the only college in the coun-
try with wellness facilities on 
campus making it the most all 
physical-model program. 
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Campus 
Briefs 
100 years in Denver 
celebration to be big event 
Upcoming elections 
Fall elections for freshman class officers and general assembly 
representatives will be held September 23. Petitions go out 
Wednesday, Sept. 9 and must be returned to the Executive 
Board office one week later, Sept. 16. 
Information on qualifications for freshman class officers 
be obtained by contacting Chris Cavanaugh, executive board 
secretary. Three general assembly representatives will be 
elected from each residence hall and from off-campus. 
"Timothy P. and Rural Route Three" will put on a performance in 
Boettcher Commons on Thursday, September 17 · -----
Parking regulations 
After September 6, parked vehicles that do not meet the 
established campus regulations will be ticketed or may even 
be towed, according to campus security. Regulations concern-
ing your vehicle may be obtained by contacting their offices. 
Host needed 
A position is presently open for a male host with the admis-
sions staff now that one of those hosts previously selected has 
not returned to school. Present male sophomores and juniors 
who are interested should contact Karin Lacour in the Admis-
office. 
Schedule changes 
A few activities listed on the student calendar for the month 
of September have been changed according to SociallJtrectoJrl 
Annie Gallegos. Luau, scheduled for September 5, will be held 
Sept. 11. Fall Frolic has been moved forward one day to 
Sept. 25. Finally, the river rafting trip has been pushed 
to spring. Other changes may be made at a later date. 
Quad disappears 
That area between Carroll Hall and the Student Center affec-
known as the "Quad" no longer exists. The area has 
officially renamed by the board of trustees as the 
'Boettcher Commons,'' in honor of a substantial donation made 
the Boettcher Foundation. 
1987 marks the 100th Anni-
versary of Regis in Denver, 
and various activities have 
been planned for the week of 
Sept. 14-18. 
Highlighting the week will 
be three free concerts on cam-
pus as well as a special 
luncheon meeting with 
Georgetown President Fr. 
Timothy S. Healy, S.J. 
Following is a list of the 
events planned for the week: 
Sept. 14- A historical 
exhibit on Regis College opens 
in Dayton Memorial Library. 
Sept. 15 -Mass of the Holy 
Spirit will be celebrated at 
noon in the Life Directions 
Center. 
Sept. 16- The Denver 
Catlwlic Register will include 
a special supplement on Regis 
College. In addition, a giant 
birthday cake of Main Hall will 
be cut before the 6:00 p.m. 
start of a free concert by' 'Rare 
Moment" in the Boettcher 
Commons. In addition to the 
cake, free ice cream will be 
served before the popular 
Colorado group begins their 
performance. 
Sept. 17- Another free 
concert by ''Timothy P. and 
Rural Route Three'' from six to 
seven that evening in the 
Boettcher Commons high-
lights Thursday's activities. 
This five-man group has been 
acclaimed by Westward and 
the Denver Ibst. 
Sept. 18 -The downtown 
Denver· Marriott will be the 
site for a noon luncheon with 
Georgetown University Presi-
dent Fr. Timothy S. Healy, S.J. 
Healy will address the future 
of higher education. All staff 
and faculty are invited to 
attend the $15 luncheon and 
are urged to RSVP to the 
public affairs office by Sept. 7. 
The Denver Symphony 
Orchestra will perform that 
evening. See accompanying 
article for more information. 
Look for more on the birth-
day activities in the Sept. 17 
issue of the Brown and Gold. 
"Rare Moment" is scheduled to perform on Wednesday, September 16 in the 
Boettcher Commons 
DSO tickets available 
The Denver Symphony perform here, and the evening Main Hall froni. 10:00 a.m. to 
Orchestra will perform at 8:00 is free. 2:00 p.m. dail~ There are a 
p.m. in the fieldhouse on Fri- Although thereisnocharge, limited num~r of tickets 
day, Sept. 18. This will be a tickets must still be acquired. available and they will be 
rare opportunity to see them. Studentsmaypickthoseupin distributed on a first-come, 
Clarke returns from sabbatical _______ -:th~e:-:P~u~bl:':':"'ic':':'A~ff~ai~·rs-.-o:-ff-ic_e _in--firs-t--s-erv_e_b_as_is_. ---
by Craig Scott the native Maori culture was 
Re D ·d M Cl ke S J spent eight weeks in a self- Fr. Clarke has a complete miX· ed equall "th th E v. a vi . ar , . . , y WI e uro-
President of Regis College, has directed retreat in southwest book of photos he took this pean influence. 
returned to campus from a Louisiana. past summer on exhibit in The largest portion of his 
0 fth t · t t. g his office. lengthy leave in which he did ne o e mos m eres m time away from campus was 
a great deal of traveling and portionsofhistimeawaywas Father Clarke told the spentinthePacificNorthwest 
fl t . his month-long visit to New Brown and Gold that the h h d re ec wn. ~,::;, w ere e serve as a pastor in 
The first eight weeks of his Zealand. Fr. Clarke went there culture in the South Pacific a number of small communi-
sabbatical were spent in "tff.e simply to absorb another nation resembles something ties in Washington and Idaho. 
· h h d"d It re as he walked and of what ours was about the Th" moun tams, w ere e I a cu u IS portion of the country is 
great deal of reading. Among drove all across the islands time immediately following where Fr. Clarke grew up and 
the titles he absorbed were that compose the country. He World War II. It was less hur- he seemed to el'\ioy being able 
/ 'Innoc~nce at Home'' and took in the culture not only in ried and more reflective than to return to that area. 
/ ''Amer.Lca in Search of his mind, but in photographs American culture is today, he Now that he is back serving 
' If" v 11 · h h ll An Vl.d photographer. felt. In addition, Clarke sai·d Herse . ~, o owmg t at e as we · a ' as college president, Fr. Clarke 
felt he had a great deal of 
catching up to do. He seemed 
very pleased with all that was 
accomplished over the sum-
mer. It was ''very good for 
me,'' stated Fr. Clarke about 
his time away. He felt he dis-
covered some things that will 
also help him in his role as 
president here. Among those 
discoveries is the realization 
that individual situations are 
really very diverse - and one 
needs to be aware of that. 
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Ranger of the Week 
Kennedy sees double duty as an investinent 
by Renee Lee 
Thking on double duty as 
assistant to the president of 
the College and temporary 
vice president of Student Life 
was not that difficult accord-
Summer program 
most successful 
by Mary Fitzpatrick 
This summer saw the most 
successful Regis Summer Pro-
gram in years according to 
Dr. Dan Clayton, Director of 
Summer School. Registration 
for the summer programs 
this year was the highest it 
has been in ten years. 
Although there was a slight 
fall in the enrollment of 
undergraduates, registrations 
among teachers increased 
tremendously. 
This breakthrough in the 
teacher market is attributed to 
the Whole Language Institute 
which was held on the Regis 
campus this summer. The 
Whole Language Institute is 
an approach to teaching 
literacy to elementary school 
children which was developed 
by an Australian, Don Hold-
away. Holdaway and Andrea 
Butler. another Australian 
who \~ an autnm:\t-y on thls 
approach to teaching literacy 
were instructors at the Whole 
Language Institute. 
The Institute was attended 
by two hundred teachers from 
all over Colorado, Wyoming, 
and Kansas and Dr. Clayton 
reported that many teachers 
commented on their evalua-
tions that the Institute was the 
best course academically that 
they had experienced in a 
summer course. 
Clayton was pleased that 
the Institute was so successful 
in academic content and feels 
that Regis is now in a position 
to compete with any institu-
tion in Colorado for the 
teacher market. Ofthe Whole 
Language Institute, Clayto~ 
remarked "Regis College 1s 
addressing a need to provide 
training in teaching literacy'' 
and pointed out that the Insti-
tute fits in nicely with Regis' 
efforts on the college level to 
increase literacy across the 
core. Clayton believes that the 
Institute will grow and expand 
in the future as more teachers 
hear about it. 
Another institute which 
contributed to the success of 
Regis' Summer Program was 
the Summer Health Sciences 
Institute for minority high 
school students. This summer 
the institute was attended by 
over 40 students from the 
Denver Metro area and three 
students from New Jersey, 
marking the highest attend-
ance rate ever. . 
The Health Sciences Insti-
tute is a rigorous six week 
course consisting of lectures, 
demonstrations, and labora-
tory work for which the stu-
dents get college Biology 
credit. Dr. Clyde Currie of the 
biology department directed 
the Institute and according to 
Clayton, did an excellent job. 
Several of the high school 
students attending the insti-
tute applied to Regis. Clayton 
sees the Summer Health 
Sciences Institute as good 
exposure for the participants 
to Regis and its quality 
instructors. 
A third element which con-
tributed to the success of 
Regis' Summer Program was 
the three day forum on the 
Nuclear Age which took place 
on May 26, 27, and 28. This 
program , which was co-
sponsored by KOA radio, 
featured experts from all 
across the country discussing 
various issues associated with 
the Nuclear Age we live in. 
The forum focused on three 
major themes. The first day 
dealt with Religious and 
Ethical Issues in the Nuclear 
Age with presentations by Dr. 
David Hawkins, Professor of 
Philosophy at the University 
of Colorado and historian on 
the Los Alamos Project and by 
Bishop Leroy Matthiesen of 
Amarillo, Thxas, the leading 
spokesperson for the Ameri-
can Catholic Church on the 
Nuclear controversy. The 
theme of the second day was 
National Security in the 
Nuclear Age with a presenta-
tion by Sheila Tobias, Co-
Director of the Public Educa-
tion and Defense Project at the 
University of Arizona and 
author of "People's Guide to 
National Defense." Conse-
quences of Living with 
Nuclear Weapons was the 
theme of the last day of the 
forum. 
About 500 people attended 
the forum over the three day 
period and Clayton empha-
sized the success of the forum 
both in terms of the number of 
people attending a.nd the 
enthusiastic response from 
several experts who expressed 
their belief that the Regis Col-
lege Forum was the best of its 
kind in the country. Clayton 
also emphasized the impor-
tance of the forum as a public 
service commitment on the 
part of Regis College. The 
forum was designed to raise 
public understanding of 
nuclear issues so that we c~n 
all make better decisions, With 
ing to Tom Kennedy, who, 
after 8 months of juggling two 
vital positions on campus at 
once, can not look back and 
say the experience was his 
best investment. 
''It was an excellent way to 
get acquainted with Regis and 
get to know people on cam-
pus,'' explained Kennedy 
while leaning backward in his 
reclining desk chair. 
As assistant to the presi-
dent, Kennedy spends much 
of his time off campus 
developing new ventures for 
the college with businesses, 
the public, and other sectors 
of the community. 
Kennedy took on the re-
sponsibilities of former Vice 
President Stephanie Wernig 
in Oct. 1986 after she abrupt-
ly left her post. 
As a newcomer to Regis, 
Kennedy, who was hired 
o~ly' five months beforehand, 
says he was to fill in for only 
six to eight weeks until the 
College had selected someone 
for the position. But, the 
search for a new vice presi-
dent became extensive. The 
College wanted to hire the 
right person, someone who 
equally shared its educational 
values. The search was 
tedious and Kennedy's tem-
porary placement endured six 
to eight months. 
The job of vice president 
was not unfamiliar to Ken-
nedy. Before coming to Regis 
he spent six years at Lewis 
University in Illinois as dean 
of students and vice president 
of Student Life. For him, step-
ping into the position was like 
tying his shoes. But handling 
the numerous conflicts with-
in the program was not as 
easy. 
With several personnel 
changes and low morale, Ken-
nedy had the challenge of 
maintaining team spirit, 
while heading up the search 
committees for vice president 
and coordinator of Life Direc-
tions and planning freshman 
orientation as well as com-
pleting his tasks as assistant to 
the president. 
"RangerDlay was another 
big issue and how to handle. 
But despite the conflicts, 
he says he feeis good about 
how everything t1 1rned nut. 
"I don't feel as though we 
did anything real well, just 
okay not excellent,'' says 
Kennedy. 
He does admit that there 
were hectic times, but never 
were they filled with 
frustration. 
"You know the ole saying, 
''There's a light at the end of 
the tunnel.'' I received so 
much support. Father 
Sheeran was a great sup-
porter. We were all tired, but 
our first goal was to get 
through the semester.'' 
When the search for a new 
vice president was over and a 
candidate was chosen, Ken-
nedy says he was ''awfully 
glad to see Tom Reynolds ' ' 
his successor. 
" He was the second most 
welcomed sight,'' smiled a 
relieved Kennedy. ''The first 
was my wife who came in 
December from Illinois.'' 
Now that things are back to 
normal, Kennedy says the 
greatest aspect of the situa-
tion was that people were all 
pulling together. 
' 'There was a sense of com-
radeship," smiled Kennedy. 
''There's no greater feeling. 
People were going that extra 
mile.' ' 
In taking that extra mile, 
Kennedy says hefeels his con-
tribution . during spring 
semester helped to break 
down old barriers between 
Student Life staff and the 
academic faculty. 
Torn Kennedy 
''There was a meeting of the 
minds, which was good 
because we're all here for the 
same thing-quality education 
and life.'' 
an emphasis on presenting a 
balanced view of the issues by 
offering many points of view. 
''We'd like to feel we've 
developed one of the really 
good programs in nuclear 
education at Regis College,'' 
stated Clayton. 
Dr. Terry Schmidt of the 
history and political science 
department was the faculty 
coordinator of the forum on 
the Nuclear Age. Dr. Dan 
Clayton, the Administrative 
Coordinator of the forum 
pointed out the importance of 
the contributions by Dr. 
Schmidt and by KOA radio 
which gave more than four 
hours of radio time to the 
forum in the form of promo-
tions and interviews of guests 
and experts. 
Next year, the Forum on the 
Nuclear Age will be somewhat 
different. Notably, the dates of 
the forum will be moved into 
the spring semester to make 
the program more available to 
Regis students. The next 
forum will be held on Mar. 22, 
23, and 24, 1988. 
Clayton summed up the 
summer by saying that by its 
summer program Regis tries to 
create more visibility for its 
quality programs, which it suc-
ceeded in doing this summer 
with the most successful sum-
mer program in years. 
r-Skipper~~ 
I See 
I How Far $3.99 
Will Go. I 
Luau 
next week I 
If inflation is eating away atl 
your budget, maybe you 
should eat away at Skipper's 
Everyday-All-You-Can-Eat. 
You get all the moist and 
I flaky fish fillets you can eat.l All the golden french fries. All "Luau," an annual festive 1 h . . h dul d £ the creamy cole slaw. AI t e event at Regts, lS sc e e or hearty clam chowder. 
Friday, Se~tem~er 11, accor~- All for one very special 
ing to Soctal Drrector Anrue . 
Th t will l pnce. I Gallegos. . e even . Skipper's Everyday-All-You-
resemble a btg F.A.C. that will Can-Eat. All day, every day, at 
run from 3:30 to 6:30p.m. on every Skipper's. Where you 
tl,te Boettcher Commlionsb. Thde get good seafood without get-
event will feature a ve an , 
1
. k d I 
., dlh" tmgsoae . 
"Hockin Ru 0 P ." ~t l ' Llr, · 
The charge is $3 plus meal , 'resent this coupon at 
ticket for on-campus stu- time of purchase. 
dents and $5 for off-campus All¥ou-Can-Eat. 
students_. Included with the All day, every day. 
ticket pnce are two free beers 50th and Federal, 
from the pub and all the fun One Block East of Campus 
one can manage. 
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On Campus 
Lately 
Shannon Donahue has sur-
vived a very stressful week as 
she helped pull together 
Orientation Week - but she 
made it! She was helped out 
immensely by the S.A.I.N .T.S. 
like Perry Peoples, Meghan 
Stewart, Mia Cancelmo and 
John Chiapel among many. 
Without all the S.A.I.N .T.s, the 
new student orientation 
would not have gone nearly as 
well as it did. 
Have you read the new 
SAGA flyers? One of the many 
'' interesting'' quotes reads, 
' 'Chinese, Mexican and Italian 
nights are something to write 
home about.' ' I would like to 
read that letter! 
R.A.s were back early to get 
in some training before the 
rest of us arrived. Among 
those attending the sessions 
were Clint Wilson, Rich 
Love, Cate Conlin and 
Theresa Lalley. 
Hey graduates, what are you 
doing here? Dan Griffin, 
Deb Bellamy and Ellie 
Schmid bauer are some of our 
most recent graduates seen 
on campus. 
The Ranger Yearbook look-
ed great. Way to go Mike 
Mosher a nd Ma r y Hoge! 
However, the CLC page has 
received some criticism. 
Lou Gonzales and Brad 
Hector have been helping get 
the radio station ready for 
another year of broadcasting. 
The hosts/hostesses for the 
upcoming year also went 
through some special t raining 
session last week . Among 
those participating were Carl 
Bilstein, Deb Waldman and 
Debbie Vinnola. 
A 
NEWX>RK · 
SSUBWAY ~lNG 
IS 
ANARCI-ft. 
Papa c. Speaks 
by Craig Scott· 
Why are we here? 
Welcome to Regis for what will hopefully be a great year. 
I hope your summer was as good as mine. But now, it is time 
to put all that behind us and look at why we are all here. Most 
of us are here for different reasons, so I have compiled my list 
of the top 10 reasons why people attend Regis College. It prob-
ably does not quite coincide with the official stats, but I have 
my own sources. And hey, if David Letterman can make his own 
top 10 lists, so can I. 
10. BILL MURRAY WENT TO SCHOOL HERE. Yes, you too 
can go to school where this famed comedian blew up a car. And 
yes, you too can be kicked out of school for the same reason. 
9. FORGOT TO APPLY ELSEWHERE. And hey, dad and 
grandpa both went to Regis so you figured you would also. And 
what do you know, here you are. 
8. REPUTATION. Recent success of our volleyball soccer 
' ' 
and speech teams has given Regis national recognition that may 
very well be attracting high school seniors from across the 
country. 
7. JESUITS ARE FUN PEOPLE. Who said religious-affiliated 
schools were strict and boring? Jesuits know how to teach and 
have a good time. 
6. DIVERSITY IN DESIGN. You liked the architectural look 
of each of the other five schools to which you applied. Then 
you decided to go here since Regis combines four or five 
different styles into one campus. 
5. FAST FOOD. None of your other college options had a 
W~ndy's Thco Bell, Panda Express, Pizza Hut, Burger King, 
Skippers, Hamburger Stand, Baskin Robbins and Winchells 
within just a few blocks of campus. 
4. EDUCATION. Yes, many people did come to Regis to get 
a quality education- and that is what great Jesuit institutions 
like ours are known for. 
3. MOM AND DAD HAD AN EXTRA FIFTY GRAND JUST 
SIITING AROUND THE HOUSE. Eventually you decided not 
to buy another condo and spend four years at Regis. 
2. PARTY SCHOOL WITH PARTY PEOPLE. Face it, Regis 
people are fun, and in many ways this is a fun school. It is the 
people and the environment that give Regis the character it has. 
That is what draws us and keeps us here as well. 
So, for whatever reason you are here, ef\ioy the year and take 
advantage of the many opportunities Regis has to offer. I'm sure 
most of you already know the number one reason why many 
students are here, but for those still a little clueless . . . WINTER 
IS JUST AROUND THE CORNER, AND THE SKIING SHOULD 
BE GREAT. 
BROWN and GOLD 
The Brown and Gold is 
published every other Thurs-
day except for examination 
periods and major holidays. 
Offices are located a t 211 
Student Center, Regis College, 
W. 50th a nd Lowell Blvd., 
Denver, CO 80221. 
Subscription rates are $10 
per year for off-campus sub-
scribers. Information concern-
ing subscription, advertising, , 
and publication dates can be 
obtained by calling 458-4152. 
Final deadline for all copy 
and advertisements is Monday 
the week of ublication. 
NGS 
,.,._.~·~ON CA\.I~ORNIA 
HlGHWAYS 
ARt A 
T\IDiDY FAD. 
On the Edge 
·by Renee Lee 
From freshman to senior 
Perspectives. 
When I was a freshman entering college the only thing that 
scrambled through my mind was that college would be a new 
experience. I would meet new people, have new friends. I would 
join new clubs, attend every dance, cheer at every basketball 
game. My ultimate goal was to belong. 
My next goal was to study hard and get exceptional grades_ 
something that all typical freshmen strive for to prove to them-
selves that, yes, they are college material. But in between 
trying to belong and proving self-worth, never did I once dwell 
on the dreaded life after college and preparing myself 
for graduation. 
Of course I thought about my senior year, possibly graduating 
with honors and occasionally, I would daydream about what 
I would do after I graduated. But the reality of graduation 
always seemed a lifetime away, so I figured why dwell on some-
thing so far, far away? Besides, I was still only a freshman. I still 
had to assimulate to college life by making sure assignments 
were in on time, studying two weeks for a mid-term exam, and 
actually preparing a term paper two months before it was due. 
Yeah, Haugh too, whenllookback. Butnowthatl'masenior 
my views have changed. I still make sure I get assignments in 
one time, but rarely do I study even two hours before an exam 
and I'm lucky if I start a term paper two weeks before it's due. 
I no longer worry about belonging or striving for straight A's. 
My main concern now is the dreaded life after college. Where 
should I begin to look for a job? Will I be qualified in my chosen 
profession? Will I even find a job in my profession? 
Yes, these are the things that I dwell on now. And although 
the year has just begun, I still shiver in my shoes at the thought 
of leaving my protective security - school. 
School has always been my salvation, my savior from facing 
the cold, harsh, real world. I suppose there comes a time when 
one must venture out from under the protective wings, but now 
that the time has come, I wish I could start all over again. Life 
as a freshman seemed so simple. 
I guess I should stop whining. I'm as prepared as I will ever 
be. My protector, my mentor has given me the knowledge, it's 
up to me to use it wisely as I prepare to confront the dreaded 
life after college. Who knows, it probably won't be that bad 
after all. 
CLC member sets record straight 
Dear Editor, 
As a Christian Life Community member, I would like to give 
th: yearbook staff some information that they should have ob-
tamed.prior to writing the copy for the 1986-87 yearbook. 
CLC IS based on community, spirituality and service. We are 
not "exclusive," quite the contrary in fact. However, in our 
efforts to achieve community we emphasized commitment 
which was hard for some individuals to give; consequently: 
numbers were not a priority with us. 
. The statement that our ''purpose was lost among the dwind-
ling membe~ship'' was undoubtedly one made by an unin-
formed outsider who had no possible way of measuring our 
p~r~ose or our spiritual p rogress. Since the measuring of 
spmtual growth is a difficult enough task for the individual 
who is ~nderg?ing the growth to accomplish, I feel that it is 
almost Impossible for an outsider to do this task. 
. As f~r our service, we were responsible for many projects 
mcludmg P .R.I.D.E., a tutorial program that bussed elemen-
tary students from two neighboring grade schools and a CLC 
week whi.ch promoted fun and friendship on campus. The 
Yearboo~ IS also unaware that a Regis student is the editor for 
the National CLC Newsletter which reaches thousands of 
youths across the United States . 
. I ~eali~e that the concept of Christian Life Community is a 
difficult one for some to grasp; however, I feel that it is not 
~he y~arbook staff's responsibility to attempt this feat nor is 
It their re ·b·1· · ' 
. sponsi I Ity to pass Judgment on the organizations 
that exist on campus. Obviously the copywriter somewhat 
underst?od this as CLC was the only organization that fell 
under his scrutiny. 
It is u~fortuante that I must critique a yearbook that is 
~~questwnabl.y outstanding; however, the copywriter 
.erstepped his boundaries and I would hope that this 
mistake would be avoided in the future. 
Sincerely, 
Kimberly Connelly, 
CLC member 
General 
Assembly 
Meeting 
!fhursday, September 10 
9:00p.m. in 
Faculty Lounge 
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Students with summer jobs may have to pay taxes 
students with 
summer or part-time jobs 
can no longer claim exemp-
tion from federal income 
tax withholding, according 
to the Internal Revenue 
Service. 
Because of tax law changes 
made by the Thx Reform Act of 
1986, students who can be 
claimed as dependents on 
their parents' or another per-
son's tax return cannot claim 
exemption from withholding 
for 1987 if they have any 
unearned income, such as 
interest on savings, and their 
wages plus this unearned 
income will be more than 
$500 for the year. 
However, students whose 
wages for the year are 
$2,540 or less and who have 
no unearned income gener-
ally will be exempt from 
withholding. 
Students can claim exemp-
tion from tax withholding on 
their Form W-4 or W-4A, 
''Employee's Withholding 
Allowance Certificate,'' only if 
last year they had to pay no 
federal income tax and this 
year they expect to have to 
pay no federal income tax, 
the IRS said. If exempt status 
is claimed, it remains in 
effect until February 15 of the 
next year. 
Generally, students not 
exempt from withholding 
should claim one withholding 
allowance if they have only 
one job at a time. Or, if they 
need or want more tax with-
held, they should claim zero 
allowances. The Form W-4 or 
W-4A instructions have more 
details. And IRS has prepared 
Publication 919, ''Is My With-
holding Correct? ' ' to help tax-
payers determine whether 
they are having the right 
amount withheld. 
Many students who had to 
pay no tax in the past will have 
to pay taX for 1987, and so can-
not be exempt from with-
holding, because of the Thx 
Reform Act of 1986, according 
to IRS. 
Beginning in 1987, any child 
who may be claimed as a 
. dependent on a parent's 
return is not entitled to a per-
sonal exemption on his or her 
own return. 
Also, the standard deduc-
tion for an individual who can 
be claimed as a dependent on 
another taxpayer's return is 
limited to the greater of: 
-$500, or 
-the individual's earned 
income, but not more 
than the allowable stan-
dard deduction ($2,540 
for a child who is not 
blind). 
For example, a dependent 
child who is not blind, has 
unearned income, and does 
not work gets a standard 
deduction of $500. If this 
dependent child works and 
earns over $500, the standard 
deduction equals earned 
income, but may not exceed 
$2,540. 
Generally, if the child's total 
income is greater than his or 
her standard deduction, the 
child will have to file a 1987 
tax return and will have a tax 
liability. 
Forms W-4 and W-4A are 
available from employers. Or 
they are available from IRS by 
calling 1-800-424-36 7 6. 
1987 graduate job report better than expected 
(CPS) - Spring, 1987, grads 
didn't fare as badly in the job 
market as the experts had 
predicted, the College Place-
ment Council (CPC) reports. 
In its annual review of how 
well students did in getting 
jobs, the council- a nation-
wide association of campus 
placement officers -said a 
\at.e spring t\urcy of co-ro.-panies 
recruiting on campus helped 
salvage what had been a 
"slow" recruiting year at the 
nation's campuses. 
While companies always 
visit more during the spring, 
said the CPC's Dawn Gulick, 
"We were surprised at how it 
picked up." 
The late boom wasn't uni-
versal, however. 
The CPC's survey of its 
member schools found tech-
nical, engineering, computer 
science and accounting majors 
suffered a tighter job market 
than liberal arts grads. 
Corporate offers to 1987 
humanities grads jumped by 
29 percent since last year, with 
starting salaries rising 5 per-
cent to an average $20,256. 
Accounting graduates also 
enjoyed higher average sal-
aries- up 2.5 percent since 
last year, up to $21,7 44- but 
fielded 16 percent fewer jobs. 
Petroleum engineering 
graduates got a resounding 82 
percent fewer job offers last 
year, while their starting 
salaries plummeted almost 7 
percent, to $30,816. 
Mechanical engineers re-
ceived 31 percent fewer job of-
fers compared to last year, and 
jobs offered to electrical 
engineers dropped 35 percent. 
Computer science graduates 
were offered 28 percent 
fewer jobs. 
"The year wound up being 
better for liberal arts,'' said 
Jim Keene of the State Uni-
versity of New York-Stony 
Brook. ' 'It was not as good for 
engineering.'' 
Keene believes many com-
panies are eschewing students 
with limited degrees for 
"those who can think in 
general terms.'' 
While engineering and 
science majors at Slippery 
Rock University in Pennsyl-
vania were in demand, place-
ment counselor Sam Gagli-
ardo added, "During the last 
five years, the tendency has 
been that recruiters are going 
for liberal arts students.'' 
Chuck Edwards of the 
University of Massachusetts 
agreed times were tougher for 
technical students, but said 
they don't necessarily trans-
late into a boom for liberal 
arts students. 
'Thchnical field grads do fare 
better, he said, if they've got 
some English or history classes 
under their belts. 
Cheese 
One Item 
Two Items 
Three Items 
' 'There's a slight hreez<''' 
towards hiring liberal arts 
graduates, he said, "but it's 
not a gale.'' Liberal arts 
students are usually offered 
"lower end jobs" in fields 
such as retailing and cus-
tomer service. 
"It's not that there's this 
sudden burst of activity 
towards hiring liberal arts 
majors,'' concurred Boyd 
Armstrong of the University of 
Houston's placement office. 
SmaD 
8 Sllces 
5.60 
6.50 
7.25 
7.85 
"But liberal arts majors are 
Large 
12 Sllces 
8.30 
9.50 
10.50 
U.40 Cheese 
12.50 One Item Pizza Pro's Deluxe 8.75 
Includes Pepperoni, Mushrooms, Onions, Sausage, Green Peppers Two Items 
12.95 Three Items 
LOO Over 3 Extra Items 
2.40 
Pizza Pro's Party Pizza 9.25 
Includes Everything But Anchovies, Jalapenos, Double Cheese 
Over 3 Extra Items~------~·60::-=----::--'::=-
more flexible, and they're 
not already stereotyped by 
employers.'' 
Bruce Johnston of Hum-
boldt State College in Cali-
fornia claimed it's because 
humanities majors have lower 
job expectations than others, 
and are more willing to work 
outside their field of study. 
Others speculate liberal 
arts majors are doing better 
because companies are chang-
ing the way they recruit. 
SmaD Large 
8 Sllces 12 Sllces 
4.69 6.69 
5.49 7.89 
6.29 9.09 
7.09 10.29 
.60 LOO 
Double Cheese LSO Local Checks Accepted at no Additional Charge 
Pepperoni 
Mushrooms 
Addltlonalltems 
Onions 
Ham H SUN.·THUJ1S. U a.m.·l a.m. ours: FRL-sAT. U a.m.-2 a.m. 
Present this coupon to 
driver for your order free if 
it arrives more than 30 
minutes after the time 
ordered. (Offer subject to 
suspension in severe 
weather conditions) 
477-0500 
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by Craig Scott New student orientation 
Shanrwn Donahue was one of the ~ost . 
instrumental individuals in helptng_ bring 
orientation week together. But she d~d a_ 
great deal more than just the orgam,zatwn. 
As is evidenced here, she was right out ther;e 
doing the work that had to be done as well. 
(photo by Craig Scott) 
New student orientatio~ 
seemed to be a big success this 
year. The activities were a day 
longer and involved much 
more than just the Student 
Executive Board and the Stu-
dent Life office. This year a 
number of departments-
development, admissions, 
registra_r's, dean's- all got 
into the a.ct in order to pull off 
the successful event. 
Freshmen and transfer 
students arrived on Friday 
and were greeted by volun-
teers known as the Students 
Assisting Incoming and Trans-
fer Students- or S.A.I.N .T.S. 
as they are more appropri-
ately known. These students 
helped do everything fro_m 
greeting students at the ~rr­
port to assisting motonsts 
needing a place to park. The_y 
also helped students find the~ 
way around and get to therr 
assigned activities. The volun-
teers also assisted a hard 
working R.A. crew in getting 
the new students checked into 
the residence halls. Executive 
Board Director of College 
Relations Shannon Donahue 
was primarily in charge of 
organizing the S.A.I.N .T.S. 
The first main activity of 
orientation week was the stu" 
dent get-together and barbe" 
cue on the Boettcher Corn" 
mons. This was an opportun-
ity for students to meet one 
another and become more at 
ease in their new environ" 
ment. That evening, a movie 
'The Gods Must Be Crazy•, was 
shown to all in the dining 
hall. The final activity for the 
day was the residence hall 
meetings. 
Saturday started with a 
formal convocation in which 
a number of the faculty and 
college officials were intro-
duced:!. In addition, 
Olk and McCormick new hall directors 
We have two new R.D.s this 
year at Regis, one in O'Connell 
and one in DeSmet. We'd like 
to take this opportunity to 
introduce them to the stu-
dents at Regis. 
Loring Olk, the new resi-
dence director in O'Connell, 
was born and raised in 
Evanston, IL, near Chicago. 1 
He went to high school and 
two years of junior college 
in McHenry, Illinois and fin-
ished his undergraduate work 
at Northern Illinois Univer-
sity, in what he calls, ''The 
great town of De Kalb, IL. He 
liked De Kalb so much, in , 
fact, that he stayed to get I 
his masters degree in Coun- , 
selor Education, which he 
received in 1981. 
After completion of his 
master, he moved out west in 
1983 to Laramie, Wyo. and as 
he says, "hack to the sage , 
and cactus.'' He worked as 
housing manager with a tech-
nical school there and when 
the opportunity at Regis was 
offered, he came to Denver, 
Colo., a city which he says 
he enjoys very much . 
· When asked why he chose 
to come to Regis, he replied 
that " the job sounded really 
challenging.'' His impressions 
of Regis so far are good: he 
said that he has seen ''a 
number of genuinely nice 
people'' and that those he has 
met have impressed him as , 
''friendly and more than will-
ing to help.'' 
Loring enjoys sports such 
running, swimming, softball,. 
and football. On the other side I 
of the coin, he likes to write, 
both poetry and prose. He is 
by Maria Funk 
Jim McCormick 
Loring Olk, 
a nature buff as well, and 
says he loves hiking in the 
mountains and does ''a little 
climbing.'' Coming from the 
midwest, he says, he really 
appreciates the mountains, 
dry air, and blue skies, as 
opposed to ''corn fields and 
sopping wet air you can slice 
with a knife.'' 
Jim McCormick· a 
young, energenc man, comes 
from Rangely, Colo. where he 
workd at Colorado North-
western " as direc-
tor of intermural sports for 
two years. 
Going back in time a bit, Jim 
went to Air Academy High 
School in Colorado Springs, 
Colo. and from there to the 
University of Northern Col-
orado in Greeley, Colo. He 
graduated in 1984 and mar-
ried his wife, Lori, a week 
later. Jim told the Brown & 
Gold that the job opportun-
ity at Regis fit in well with his 
and Lori's desire to get back 
to the eastern slope where 
they have family. Lori is now 
teaching elementary school in 
Commerce City, Colo. 
In the near future, Jim 
would like to finish his 
masters work in either educa-
tion or student personnel 
administration at Denver 
University. When asked about 
his impressions of Regis so far, 
he said he thought he had a 
"great R.A. staff" and that he 
enjoyed ''interacting with 
people from out of state." 
When asked what his main 
goals are, he said, "I would 
like to work out some good 
programming for DeSmet and 
make the name synonymous 
with fun.'' 
Clint Wilson Katina 1Supakis, Marcie Hanson 
and Rich R.o~k were four of the six O'Connell 
R.A.s helping check in new students this past 
weekend (photo by Craig Scott) 
Jim McCormick and Ann Donnelly were fW[p-
ing run the check-in desk in DeSmet while 
the R.A.s got the incoming students into 
their rooms u stairs h rai Scott) 
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is one of best ever 
all of the students were 
introduced at the ceremony. 
Immediately following that 
event, the students once again 
broke up into their pre-
assigned groups for discus-
sions on a small book they had 
read and the movie they had 
viewed the evening before. 
Saturday afternoon was the 
time allotted for the English 
assessment. But that evening 
the students had the oppor-
tunity to spend a night in 
downtown Denver or to spend 
some time at some of the local 
parties. _ 
Sunday featured the math 
assessment for transfer stu-
dents in the morning and 
freshmen in the afternoon. 
Transfer students went 
through advising and registra-
tion, and all students had the 
chance to attend a session on 
many of the services the col-
lege offers. That evening, some 
special activities like ''The 
Roommate Game'' took place 
in the Speakeasy. 
Most of Monday was spent in 
advising and registration for 
freshmen as well as library 
tours during the afternoon. 
Monday evening was sched-
uled for a trip to Elitch 
Some 
freshman 
stats 
This year's freshman class 
with 313 freshmen, is the 
largest one in nearly a decade 
according to the admissions 
office. The students come 
from all parts of the country 
as well as two foreign coun-
tries. Native Coloradoans 
however compose right at 
40% of the total class. Males 
slightly outnumber females. 
Gardens Amusement Park. 
Thesday's schedule involved 
enrollment finalization and 
Clearance as well as more 
tours. Meetings for pre-law 
and pre-health were held also. 
Tuesday evening, ''Comedy 
Works" was scheduled to 
perform in the dining hall. 
Throughout the week, the 
parents were kept involved as 
well. Special receptions, tours, 
sessions, and discussion 
groups they did on their own. 
But much of their stay was 
spent attending many of the 
same activities as the students 
in an effort to integrate them 
into the campus community. Rich Love was among the many West Hall R.A.s 
stationed at the check-in station there (photo by 
Craig Scott) 
-
Parents 
. 
enJOY 
week 
Nearly every parent who 
participated in orientation 
week seemed to enjoy their 
stay here based upon com-
ments made to Brown and 
Gold editors selling subscrip-
tions this past week. Hardly 
any complaints were voiced 
at all. 
Despite the size, in many 
ways the class is a typical one. 
Penny St. John, admissions 
counselor, said a typical class 
has a 21 ACT score arid on 
average are B- students: 
Annie Gallegos was one of many who spent time at the 
information booth getting students and their parents to 
where they belonged (photo by Craig Scott) 
Most parents really felt that 
the program and schedule 
were great. Some even felt 
that they might be more 
excited to be here than their 
son or daughter was. 
Rev. Jack Callahan, SJ., spoke to the group 
at the Saturday morning convocation (photo 
by Craig Scott) 
;. ~:._ .. . 
YOU 
S.A.I.N.T.S.!!! 
AlAI~ YOUR HELP 
MADE ORIENTATION 
THE GREAT SUCCESS 
THAT IT WAS! 
Student E:x:ecutive Board B_rown and Gold 
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Classified Ads Brown and Gold undergoing changes 
SERVICES 
RISIARCH PAPERS 
16,278 to choose from -all subjects 
Order Catalog Today with Visa/MC or COD 
800-351-0222 
in Calif. 12131477-8226 
Or, rush $2.00 to: Research Assistance 
11322 Idaho Ave. #206-SN, Los Angeles, CA 90025 
Custom research also available-all levels 
LOST/FOUND The Brown and Gold has 
------------- undergone some extensive 
Found- a woman's gold changes over the summer-
chain during testing on Sun- both in terms of fonnat and 
day, Aug. 30. Claim in personnel. Renee Lee and 
security. Craig Scott have remained as 
---...;....-------~ co-editors-in-chief for the 
1 roll 35mm film found in 
science amp. Come to 
Brown and Gold to claim. 
student newspaper. 
New this year is the adver-
tising department - headed 
by Shan Foti. Assisting her 
with the large duties of selling 
ads to local businesses as well 
as on-campus establishments 
and individuals are Maria 
Funk and Lisa Rogers. Classi-
fied and personal ads are 
available as well. 
Kim Connelly has been offi-
cially promoted to Sports 
Editor/Circulation Manager. 
Presently the newspaper is 
looking at some applicants for 
the positions of Photography 
and Copy Editor - positions 
which Andrea Dale vacated. 
Provided advertising reve-
nue is available, the Braum 
and Gold hopes to add some 
special features to the paper as 
the year progresses. Color 
masts and a subscription to 
the college press service are 
two of the ventures in which 
the publication has already 
invested. 
Thnight at 7;30 p.m. a get-
together will be held for exist-
ing staff and all interested 
students in the second floor 
lobby of the student center. 
Publication dates for the 
fall semester will fall on 
September 17; October 1, 15 
and 29; November 12 and 30 
(Monday edition due to 
Thanksgiving holiday); and 
December 10. In most cases 
copy is due in the Brown and 
Gold office Monday noon the 
week of publication. One 
important exception will be 
for the October 29 edition 
where the copy deadline fafu 
on Friday, October 23 due to 
the mid-semester holiday. 
The paper will hold regular 
office hours as posted begin-
ning Tuesday, September 8. 
Now is the time to make 
your choice. Because 
every ArtCarved college 
ring- from handsome 
traditional to contempo-
rary styles- is on sale 
now! You 'II he impressed 
with the fine ArtCarved 
craftsmanship that's 
backed by a Full Lifetime 
Warranty. And you'll 
appreciate tbe savings. 
Don't miss out! 
Our policy Deeft's Ust 
The Quality 
lbe Craftsmanship. 
The Reward You Deseroe. 
11-3 Student Center Sept. 15-16 
5:30-7:30 Loyola Hall __ _ 
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Deposrt ReQurred -
., ~ 19117 ArtCan·f'd [lass Ring.,.:. 
,\~ h~()€ pdRlZ 
~ CAFE 
-=- 4935 W. 29th Avenue 233-7769 
(E(~( 
Now Open Evenings 
5:00 to 9:00 p.m. Monday-Saturday 
FREE DELIVERY 
Limited delivery area. $10.00 minimum purchase. 
Take Out Service Also Available 
SALADS 
All salads served with choice of Ranch, 1000, Bleu Cheese, 
Ita/ion or French dressing 
Dinner Salad . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2;25 
Chef Salad . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.95 
Shrimp Salad . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.95 
Artichoke Vinegarette ... . . . ....... . ....... 3.95 
SANDWICHES 
All sandwiches served with chips, pickle and choice of 
cole slaw, potato salad or pasta salad. 
Hot Italian ...... .. ... ... ... . ... . .... .. .... -4.95 
Monte Cristo ........ .. . . .... .. ........... 4.95 
BBQ Beef . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.25 
Chicken Sacramento . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5.25 
French Dip Au Jus . .. .. ... ... . .. .... . ..... 4.75 
Sourdough Burger . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.50 
Steak Sandwich . . . . .... . . . .. . . . ... . . . . . .. . 5.95 
Italian Sausage . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.50 
Hyde Park Burrito .. . .... .. ..... .... .. .. . .. 4.95 
ENTREES 
All entrees include vegetable du jour and whole wheat 
dinner rolls with butter. 
Chicken Palermo ...... . ..... .... .. .... .... 5.95 
Chicken Parmesan ... . . .... . .. .. .. ... .. . .. 5.95 
- "Chicken Southwestern .... . ... . ... .. . .... . 5.95 
Veal Picatta . . . .. ... ..... .. .. ... ... . . .... . . 6.95 
Veal Marsala ...... ... ......... .. ... ... . .. . 6.95 
Veal Parmesan ... .. ... . .... . .... . .... .. .. . 6.95 
Eggplant Parmesan .... . .... . . .. ..... . .... . 4.95 
Spaghetti with Meatballs ... . .... .. .. .. .. ... 4.95 
for 2 7.50 
Linguini . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5.25 
Fettuccini Alfredo .. ...... ... ... ... . . . . . .. . 4.95 
Cajun Chicken . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5. 95 
Cajun Shrimp . ... .. . . . . ... . . ... ... . . . . .... 6.95 
Crawfish Etouffee . . .... .. . . . . . . . . .. .. ..... 6.95 
Shrimp Etouffee ... . ..... . .. .. . . . ... . .. .... 5.95 
a a 
We will make every effort to 
print all editorials submitted. 
However, we reserve the right 
not to print any editorial that 
does not contain a signature, 
address and phone number. 
Controversial editorials are 
subject to verification. We 
reserve the right not to print 
distasteful editorials, and 
printed editorials do not 
necessarily reflect the views of 
the Brown and Gold. 
~COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE 
-r- SUbSCriber 
REGIS 
CAFE 
Regis Square 
477-2644 
9:00 a.m. - 8:00 p.m. 
Breakfast Served 
ALL Day! 
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Linda Gleeson 
Maureen Hartigan 
Susan Henke 
Beth ~umphrey 
Angel a Jackson 
Jeff Jacobucc i 
Joseph Johnson 
Geralyn Jones 
Russell Jones 
Gregory Kancir 
Kelly Kaveny 
Kimberly Kaveny 
Kurtis Kelly 
Robert Kiesnowski 
so 
SR 
SR 
SR 
SR 
so 
so 
fR 
fR 
SR 
SR 
SR 
SR 
SR 
JR 
so 
so 
JR 
so 
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SR 
SR 
JR 
SR 
so 
fR 
JR 
fR 
SR 
JR 
SR 
SO 
FR 
fR 
SR 
JR 
SR 
SR 
JR 
so 
fR 
SR' 
Kenneth Kirwin 
Peter Lake 
Patricia Lander 
Kar 1 son Leung 
Mary Lippi 
Laura Locke 
John Longo 
Susan Mangus 
franc .is Marchalleck 
Michae 1 Mathews 
Sandra McCarty 
Theresa Mikes 
Lisa Moore 
Lisa Nelson 
Margaret Ne 1 son 
Michael Nelson 
John Nilles 
Me 1 iss a Noon 
Elizabeth Orleans 
Julie Ann Palmer 
Allen Palmquist 
Tina Parscal 
Patrice Pazar 
Ronda Priest 
Mark Rapp 
Tammy Jo Rolloff 
Ricardo San Martin 
Michael Schicktanz 
Christopher Scholz 
Craig Scott 
Krista 1 Seder 
l 'is a Senneff 
Nigel Sosa 
David St. German 
Tracey Stark 
Russell Suter 
Trang Tran 
Tina Vialpando 
Jo Weber 
Kari Welsh 
Michele Wolfe 
Carol Young 
fR 
SR 
JR 
so 
SR 
FR 
SR 
JR 
SR 
JR 
so 
FR 
fR 
JR 
so 
FR 
JR 
FR 
JR 
JR 
SR 
JR 
FR 
SR 
JR 
FR 
JR 
JR 
so 
so 
SR 
SO 
JR 
JR 
SR 
SR 
so 
JR 
fR 
SR 
GB 
SR Purchase Any 
Hamburger 
and Your 
Beverage is 
Generous gift 
improves darkroolll 
Senator 
Dennis Gallagher 
Is Happy 1b Be Back 
At Regis & Is Looking 
Forward To Seeing Everyone 
Regis Square 
Laundromat 
5115 Federat -Blvd. 
Save 10% with Student I. D. 
Attendant on Duty 
Professional Drop-Off Laundry Service 
Shirts/Blouses/Slacks I Jeans Laundered & 
I Large Capacity Washers for Sleeping Bags & Bedding · 
The One Stop Store for All Your Laundering Needs. 
Sparkling Bright and Clean-
Snacks- Books- 1bys - Collectibles 
Open 7 Days Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-9:00 p.m 
Weekends at 7:00a.m. 
The student darkroom 
recently received some new 
color photography equipment. 
Joe and Catherine Oliver of 
Aurora donated over $400 
worth of equipment to the 
darkroom. Prior to the con-
tribution, the facility had been 
in poor shape and was barely 
even usable. 
The new pieces include an 
enlarger, automatic exposure 
timer, chemicals and various 
other supplies. A member of 
the Brown and Gold staff has 
also set up and cleaned the 
room so that it can be used by 
students. The executive board 
has budgeted $100 for dark-
room supplies, and as soon as 
those are purchased, students 
may begin using the facility. 
The darkroom is located on 
the south wing of second floor 
student center. The door 
directly across from t he 
Ranger Yearbook office opens 
into a small area from which 
room 209 (which houses the 
darkroom) can be seen. Keys 
may be obtained from either 
the Student Executive Board 
office or the Brown and Gold 
office, rooms 212 and 211 
respectively. 
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Speech team looking for another good yearr 
"Experience, talent, and 
dedication''. These three 
words describe the 1987-88 
Regis College Forensics Tham, 
according to Dr. Vicky Brad-
ford, coach of the Nationally 
ranked squad. Finishing last 
season with an outstanding 
record of 182 individual 
awards and eighteen team 
awards, the current team can 
look forward to another excit-
ing and exceptional year. 
Senior Suzi Schulist, return-
ing as a four year veteran, will 
be joined by Seniors Jo Leda 
Carpenter and Joe Allem, 
both strong third year com-
petitors. Juniors Shari Mar-
quez and Craig Scott round out 
the five returning students 
who qualified a total of 20 
events for the National Indivi-
dual Events tournament spon-
sored by the American Foren-
sic Association last season. 
This total placed Regis in the 
top ten colleges and univer-
sities of all sizes in the Nation 
last year. 
Adding their significant con-
tributions will be Juniors 
Anthony Rogers and Kelly 
Murphy and Sophomore 
Meghan Stewart, all award 
winning competitors from the 
past season. The team will be 
joined by incoming freshman 
Noralee Pittman an outstand-
ing high school forensic stu-
dent and the recipient of the 
first Freshman Forensic 
Scholarship. 
"This squad should con-
tinue to excel in both the 
public address and oral inter-
pretation events,'' coach 
Bradford commented. The 
strength of the squad is the 
great diversity each student 
possesses. "It is impossible to 
say which event is our strong-
est because we have at least 
one person who specializes 
in each one and in most 
instances we have several.'' 
The squad will be traveling 
to four tournaments this Fall 
semester. The first will be in 
Casper on October 9 and 10. 
The next October outing will 
be to the very tough Colorado 
College tournament, followed 
by the Air Force Academy 
tournament inN ovember and 
Colorado State University in 
December. The squad will also 
host the Second Annual High 
School Novice Thumament on 
October 16. 
"We are excited and a little 
nervous about the season,'' 
said Dr. Bradford. ''Last year 
was such an incredible season 
that it was difficult to see it 
end. But I have great faith in 
these kids. They are talented 
and hard working. We should 
have another good year." 
Dr. Bradford went on to 
express her appreciation to all 
the faculty, staff, administra-
tors, and students for their 
enthusiastic support. She 
commented, ''In return, we 
will do our best to make Regis 
proud of us.'' 
Dr. Esther Mills ne-w assistant dean 
Among the new staff at 
Regis is Dr. Esther Mills, Assis-
tant Dean for Campus Pro-
grams. She fills the position 
left by Alice Reich, who had 
returned to strictly teaching 
since January. 
Dr. Mills comes from Seattle 
University, where she was 
director of the 1nstitute for 
Public Service and Assistant 
ACROSS 
1 Part of church 
5 Weapon 
8 Snare 
12 Festive 
occasion 
13 Simian 
14 Rockfish 
15 Encomiums 
17 Small beetle 
19 Cut 
20 Bemoans 
21 Great Lake 
23 Deposits 
24 Baker's product 
26 Sword 
28 Organ of sight 
31 Exists 
32 Stitch 
33 Teutonic deity 
34 Precious stone 
to the Academic Vice Presi-
dent. She will wear two hats 
at Regis as well - one as 
assistant dean and the other as 
Associate Professor of 
Business. 
A special committee com-
posed of faculty and staff 
recommended Dr. Mills as 
their top choice for the job. 
She will be working out of the 
dean's office in Loyola Hall. 
She will be joined by her 
family shortly. Husband Derek 
is an organizational con-
sultant. Her. sons include 
Graham, who will be attend-
ing school at St. Anne's in 
Arvada, and Soren, who 
works for Arthur Anderson 
in Seattle. 
36 An Apostle 
38 Greek letter 
39 Egg-shaped 
41 Actual 
43 Father: Latin 
45 Degrade 
48 .Theater 
attendants 
50 Babbler 
51 Condescending 
look 
52 Edible seed 
54 Adolescent 
55 Organs of 
The 
Weekly 
Crossword 
Puzzle 
hearing 
56 One, no matter 
which 
57 Transgresses 
DOWN 
1 Matures 
2Wan 
3 Untidy person 
4 Ardent 
5 Aeriform fluid 
6 Above 
7 Recent 
8 Handle 
9 Correct to 
improve 
10 Dye plant 
11 Cronies: colloq. 
16 Goddess of 
discord 
18 Pitcher 
22 Artist's stand 
23 Drain 
24 Large 
25 Employ 
27 Wager 
29 Still 
30 Period of time 
35 Parent 
36 Young salmon 
37 Hind part 
38 Click beetle 
40 Swerves 
42 Lessen 
43 Whimper 
44 On the ocean 
46 Prophet 
47 White-tailed 
eagle 
49 Mineral spring 
50 Remuneration 
53 Printer's 
measure 
please see page 10 
If• 
BUSY BEE 
"The Friendly One" 
~-LAUNDRY 
4922 Lowell Blvd. 
458-9913 
• DROP OFF SERVICE 
., ATTENDANT ON DUTY ALL THE TIME 
• RUG & SLEEPiNG BAG WASHER AVAILABLE 
• fRIENDLY HOMELIKE ATMOSPHERE 
ALSO SELF SERVICE 
46 WASHERS 42 DRYERS 
• OPEN 7 AM TO 9 AM DAILY 
Mlehael W. Thomas. D.M.D. 
F...U,. Dentistry 
We Cater 
To Cowards 
5007 lowell Boule\urd 
Dcm·cr, ('A}lorudo 80221 ( 303) 455-6333 
Welcome 
Back 
Regis Students, 
Faculty & Staff! 
-anonymous friend-
-
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New faculty on campus this semester ______ _ 
There are a few new faces on 
campus this semester who 
have joined the faculty roster. 
At least six new instructors 
will be working in the various 
departments. 
Dr. Gil Gardner, associate 
professor of sociology, comes 
here from SUNY and will also 
teach RECEP II classes. Dr. 
Gary Guyot, professor of 
psychology, is a graduate of 
Colorado State University 
and was twice named out-
standingteacheratWest1exas 
State University. 
Dr. Paul Kidder, formerly of 
Boston College, will be teach-
ing in the philosophy depart-
ment. Linda Poulson is a CPA 
who has worked for two of the 
"big eight" accounting firms. 
She is an assistant professor 
of business and accounting. 
Thm Edmonds, who had done 
some teaching here previ-
ously, has been hired on as a 
Regis-sponsored child receives award 
The latest in a series of per-
sonal letters sent to Regis Col-
lege from the Philippines 
reports that our school's spon-
sored child there received 
honors at a teen-age camp this 
summer, crediting Regis and 
the Lord for her success. 
In her letter of July 14, 1987, 
JanetRuna, 13, who has been 
sponsored by the Regis College 
student body through Chris-
tian Children's Fund, Inc., 
since the early part of this 
decade, says she ' attended a 
CCF-sponsored teen-age camp 
in June and learned "many 
good things that I can apply in 
my life,'' she wrote, adding 
that ''our spiritual, social, 
moral, and intellectual values 
are being developed." Janet 
wrote that she received a rib-
bon during the graduation 
ceremonies to honor her as the 
most improved youth in camp, 
but she gave ''thanks to the 
Lord (whq) helped me," and 
also thanked her Regis 
sponsors. 
"I always pray for the 
.. goodness of your organization 
of all Students in Regis Col-
lege,'' she concluded. 
In a second letter dated July 
20, Janet thanked Regis for an 
extra gift of $5 beyond our 
monthly donations, with 
which she says she was able 
to buy a new dress, socks, 
wrist watch, and vitamins. 
She also reports that she is 
involved in a Catholic Church-
sponsored Crusader's Move-
ment Organization and that 
her school was to have intra-
murals during August. 
Both letterS were written in 
response to a letter sent to 
Janet in April by Paul Hiller, 
Director of Community Rela-
tions, who continues cor-
respondence with Janet and 
makes her sponsorship pay-
ments with the assistance of 
Mary Fitzpatrick, Director of 
Community Relations for 
1986-87. 
Hiller says that for Janet's 
upcoming birthday on Sept. 
24, he would like to send her 
a collection of student-written 
-·~·-•••••••IIJIIIII•••••~•-••• letters and Regis memorabilia 
C S • such as photos, stickers, areer eryices~weatshirt,_ etc. A~l p~rsons ~ili-iiiliiiilliiiilliiiiiiiilllllllliiiiilii-lliiiillll--·-·iiiiiiiiiiii·liiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ..liiiiiiiiiiii .. ~' mterested m contnbutmg to 
• this gift should contact Paul 
Fall on-ca!ll'US recruiting follows these preparatory '">rkshops • . l\ttendance at 
both ...,rkshops - Resume writing and Interview Skills - is rtory in order to 
participate in on-c:an-pus recruiting. oors. These are the ~ ...,rkshops offered 
before recruiting begins. Sign-up in thoi-:Ilfe -Directions Center. 
Hiller by Sept. 10 in either the 
Executive Board office in 212 
Student Center ( 458-4037) or 
in 424 DeSmet ( 458-9056). 
full-time faculty member in 
the business department. 
Gone all year are Dr. Gary 
Ranck and Dr. Lee Shannon. 
Dr. Esther Mills, in addition 
to serving as assistant dean, 
will also be serving as a 
business instructor. 
Dr. Diane Wagner is gone for 
just this fall semester. Dr. Ron 
A number of instructors are 
also on sabbatical this year 
according to the dean's office. 
Brockway, Dr. John Kane and 
Rev. James Richard, S.J., are 
all scheduled to take their 
leave in the spring. 
,___Executive board __ 
'' lfelcorne'' 
On behalf of the Student Executive Board, I would like to 
welcome new freshman, transfers, and returning students to 
Regis. I hope your summer was an er\ioyable one and that you're 
excited to start school. 
This year brings many changes in personnel, locations of 
various service groups on campus, and a new building for 
the betterment of the Regis Community. I feel confident that 
these changes will be beneficial to everyone involved in the 
Regis Community, and at the same time prepare us for the 
challenges that await Regis in the future. 
The Student Executive Board is anticipating a great year for 
the students. Many goals have been set for the enhancement 
of the Regis College student, and I · expect these goals to be 
attained! One of the goals already accomplished was the 
reopening of the bar. I hope to see you at the various events 
that will be held in the bar throughout the year. It is important, 
I feel, to have a common place for the students. It brings unity 
and a sense of family. 
If you have questions or would like to input your ideas con-
cerning student involvement do not hesitate to contact any 
member of the Student Executive Board at 458-4037 or come 
up to the office, 2nd floor, student center. 
Let's have a great year! 
Chris Currie 
President 
Student Executive Board 
I 
SEI"''EMBm 8 l:00-3:30 
6:00-8:30 
ll:00-1:00 
10:00-12:30 
LIFE DIREX:TIONS cml'ER - CIASSR!XM 
Circus is earning to town. ______ _ 
• 9 
10 
11 
. . 
REl;lUIRED FOR Pl\RTICIPATIOO IN ON-CAMPUS REX:RU!Tm:ll 
SEI"''EMBm 14 
• 15 
. 16 
17 
12:00-2:00 
4:00-6:00 
2:00-4.:00 . 
6i00-8:00 
LIFE DIREX:'l'IOOS cml'ER - CLASSR!XM 
. . 
REl;lUIRED FOR PARTICIPATIOO IN ON-CAMPUS REX:RIJITIN:ll 
•••• # • • • •• 0 0 •• 0 •••• 0 ••••••••••••••••••••••• 0 
~ NewPub 
On-Campus Gathering Spot 
In The Student Center 
Serving: 
Sandwiches 
Pizza 
Soda 
:S··,~.· ·,· . ,·.,:.·.·.·  /~~:;·.: 
Seltzers 
Juices 
\ .•.. ···· 
Wine Coolers 
3.2·Beer 
Watch Monday Night Football 
On Our;Large Screen T.V. 
Now Open 
Sun. 3-8, Mon.-Thurs. 4-11, Fri. & Sat. 3-Midnight 
DENVER- Tickets go on 
sale Monday (Aug. 31) for 21 
performances of Ringling 
Bros. and Barnum & Bailey 
Circus, coming to the Denver 
Coliseum, Oct. 1-11, for its only 
area stand. 
Sharing headliner status in 
Busby Liquors 
4900 Lowell Blvd. 
458-8555 
the all-new 117th Edition of 
the Greatest Show On Earth® 
are superstar animal trainer 
Gunther Gebel-Williams and 
KING TUSK~M an eye-filling 
71h-TON elephant billed as 
"More Colossal Than The 
Mighty Jumbo." 
PUZZLE 
SOLUTION 
458·8555 
S.O.S. 
INDOOR FLEA MARKET 
3870TENNYSON ST. 
Estate/Moving 
Sales Handled 
9·6 Daily Sunday 1 o-s 
New-Used-Antique 
Or Whatever 
Box office hours for advance 
tickets will be 10 a.m. to 6 
p.m., Monday through Satur-
day at the Coliseum. All seats 
are reserved for all perform-
ances at regular prices of $7, 
$8 .50 and $10.50, Denver 
facility tax included. Advance 
tickets, subject to a $1-each 
service charge, also are avail-
able at Front Range Ticket-
master outlets including all 
Gart Bros. stores. 
Information and charge 
card phone number is (303) 
629-5570. Charge Card orders 
are subject to a $3 per order 
service charge. 
All seats for the Oct. 1 Open-
ing Night performance will be 
discounted $3 through special 
arrangement with KUSA-TV 
Ch. 9. Discount coupons for 
$1.50 off regular prices at 
eight of the 21 performances 
are available free at all Safe-
way stores. (Discount coupons 
will be honored with ticket 
purchases made at the Coli-
seum box office, only.) Mail 
orders are subject to a $1.50 
per order service charge and 
should be addressed to: 
RBB&B cmcus-
MAIL ORDER 
P.O. BOX 16821 
Denver, CO 80216 
Special discounts also are 
available for groups of 25 or 
more at selected perform-
ances. Group sales phone 
number is 425-9322. 
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Season Preview 
~ to be tough this seasdfi .. ·· 
by Kimberly Connelly 
Action w_as often intense at the goal during the 
game th'/,S past Saturday (photo by Kim Connelly) 
~lleyballt~shortm 
experience, but that is all 
by Kimberly Connelly 
The 1987 Regis volleyball 
team may not find success as 
quickly as in past years since 
they are short on experience 
with seven freshmen on the 
roster. But success should still 
be seen, as experience may be 
the only department they are 
short in. 
Dipentino said. "All we're 
lacking is game experience, so 
once the nervousness wears 
off, we'll do great." 
And the team's personalities 
have bonded together quickly 
and tightly, which is very 
important for the team accord-
ing to Candee Broadhurst. 
This year's team returns 
5'11" Senior Linda Dipentino 
and 5'10" Sophomore Julie 
Jaszai, while welcoming 6'0 
Colette Freeman, 6'0 Laura 
Eldridge and 5 '10" Le Hanson. 
''I'm feeling good aboutthe 
season because everyone gets 
along well,'' Broadhurst said. 
''Everyone's drive and deter-
mination will carry the team.'' 
Lavrisha is excited about his 
new talent because he feels 
it will actually be an asset to 
the team. 
"On paper we're not sup-
posed to do well with seven 
freshmen and only one senior 
on our roster," Head Coach 
Frank Lavrisha said. ''But, 
we're challenging ourselves 
to be the great team our talent 
will allow us to be.' ' 
Dipentino shares Lavrisha's 
confidence. 
"The skills are there, maybe 
even more than ever before,'' 
''I told the team from the 
very beginning that you can 
view the team in one of two 
ways,'' Lavrisha said. ''You can 
look at our youth and say it's 
a real liability or you can look 
at our youth and say it gives 
us enthusiasm, hustle and lots 
of fresh talent.'' 
~ 
s~pttaber 4 
Stpteaber S 
September 1 
Stptuber II 
Septuber 12 
Septuber 16 
Septe•ber 21 
September 25 
Septuber 26 
Septuber 26 
Septe•ber )0 
October 3 
October 8 
October 9 
October 10 
October 11 
October 21 
October 24 
Octobf:t' 26 
Oc:tob~r 28 
.Oc:tobC! r )I 
Move•ber J 
Move•ber to 
Nove~aber 1 
Nuvc•b.:r 11 
Hovcllhcr IJ 
Nuvc111hcr \ 4 
~uvc •hcr 15 
N •1vc•h~r IIi 
O.:c:c•ber 5-b 
llctc•bcr I! 
December 11 
1987 Regis Volleyball Schedule 
~ 
University of Colorado - All Colo rado 
Colleges Invitational Tournament 
University of Coloradc - All Colorado 
Colleges InvitAtional Tournament 
Colorado Baptist University - JV 
North Dakota State Univ. Tournament 
North Dakota State Uni.v. Tournament 
Colorado College 
COLORADO P.APTIST UNIVERSITY - JV 
Regis Invitational Tournament 
WEST TEXAS STATE UNIVERSITY 
Regis Invitational Tournament 
MANKATO STATE UNIVERSITY 
Kegis Invitational Tournament 
EASTERN NEW MEXICO UNIVERSITY 
Regis Invitational Tournament 
CAL STATE - DOMINGUEZ HILLS 
*University of Northern Colorado 
UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO 
*University of Alaska-Anchorage 
*University of Alaska-Anchorage 
*University of Alaska-Fairbanks 
*University of Alaska-Fairbanks 
•United States Air Force Academy 
*UNl VERS[TY OF DENVER 
*Hetropoli tan State College 
*UNIVERSITY OF NORTHERN COLORADO 
*EASTERN MONTANA COLLEGE 
*UN[TED STATES AIR FORCE ACADEMY 
*HETKOt'OLlTAN STATE COLLEGE 
UNlVt-:KSITY Of KANSAS 
'Universi ty of D~nver 
l'rt:llllcr TO\IC"Rolm~nt - u.S.A .f' . A. 
l'rc111 lc r Tournament - U.S.A.F.A. 
l'rc•icr Tour nament - U.S.A.F.A.. 
*I::ASl'C:KN HONTANA COLLEC.:t: 
NCM Division 11 ko!glona.ls 
NCAA IHvlslon 11 Scn•t-Ftn.als 
NCM IHvislon II Ch.lnrpionshlp Hatch 
' C: unt l rlt'rlf.rl lllvl ol.- f 'urol o·ro· nco: ~l:tfdi<'S 
g!! 
Away 
Away 
Away 
Away 
Away 
Away 
HOME 
HOME 
HOME 
HOME 
HOME 
Away 
HOME 
Away 
Away 
Away 
Away 
Away 
HOME 
Away 
HOHE 
HOME 
HOME 
HOME 
HOHE 
Away 
Away 
Away 
HOHE 
TIME 
T.B.A. 
T.B.A. 
7:00 p.m. 
T.B.A. 
T.B.A. 
7:00 p.m. 
7:00 p.m. 
):00 p.m. 
7:00 p.m. 
1:00 p.m. 
7:00 p.m. 
7:30 p.m. 
7:30 p .m. 
7:30 p.m. 
7:30 p.m. 
7:30 p.m . 
6:00 p . m. 
5:30 p.m. 
7:30 p.m. 
7: 30 p.m. 
7:30 p . m. 
7:30 p.m. 
7:30 p.m. 
7:30 p.m. 
l :00 p.m. 
7:30 p.m. 
T.B.A. 
T . B.A. 
T. B.A. 
7:30 p.m. 
T . B.A . 
r. s.A. 
T .B . A. 
"We are tough." 
Kurt Holzkamp summed up 
the 1987 Regis soccer team 
rather succinctly and very 
accurately. 
is cockiness,'' Holzkamp said. 
''After being fifth, you have 
to. be careful." 
However, the team won't get 
the chance to ride on last 
year's success because their 
coach, Marcelo Curi, won't 
let them. 
What more can be said of a 
team that boasts a roster of 
27 players and returns ten 
seniors who led the team to 
national competition and a 
national ranking of fifth as 
juniors? 
"This year's team has to 
establish itself. We have to 
prove ourselves all over 
again," Coach Curi said. 
"Last year should not even 
be an issue.'' 
A lot could be said actually. 
In fact, the players could prob-
ably talk for days about their 
destined success for this 
season, but they don't. 
But last year's success will 
undoubtedly lend the team 
some confidence. 
"Something to be aware of 
August 29 
September 4 
September 5 
September 6 
September 9 
September 12 
September 13 
September 20 
September 23 
September 26 
September 30 
October 3 
October 7 
October 13 
October 16 
October 23 
October 24 
October 31 
November 6 
November 7 
November lJ 
November 14 
November 23-28 
1987 Regis Coll<!gc Soccer Schedule 
ALUMNI 
College of the Southwest 
@ University of New Mexico 
Tulsa University 
@ University of New Mexico 
University of New Mexico 
METROPOLITAN STATE COLLEGE 
Sangamon State University 
Rockhurst College 
U.S. Air Force Academy 
Colorado School of Mines 
UNIVERSITY OF DENVER 
COLORADO COLLEGE 
Metropolitan State College 
University of Denver 
COLORADO SCHOOL OF MINES 
I~ESl'MINSTER COLLEGE 
GRAND CANYON COLLEGE 
Univ. of Colorado - Colo. Springs 
UNIV. OF COLORADO - COLO. SPRINGS 
District Tournament - Denver, CO 
District Tournament - Denver, CD 
Area Tournament: - Denver, CO 
Area Tournament - Denver, CO 
NAIA National Tournament - Midwestern 
State Univ W h "1."~ TX 
''Being fifth will definitely 
give us confidence, and it will 
make us play harder to stay on 
top," Santiago Vigil said. "I, 
personally, will do whatever it 
takes to win." 
The team plans to take one 
game at a time with their 
immediate goal to integrate 
their freshmen into the 
program. 
''The freshmen come from 
all over with lots of style of 
play," Curi said. "If we can 
find somewhere we can all 
come together, our talent will 
carry us through the season.'' 
H 8M'~ 
Aw:.y 
Away 
Away 
HOME 
Away 
Away 
Away 
Away 
HOME 
HOME 
Away 
Away 
HOME 
HOME 
HOME 
Away 
HOME 
I :00 p.r:o. 
J:OO p.m. 
):00 p.m. 
t :CO p . m. 
4:00 p.m. 
2:00 p.m. 
(2:00 p.m. 
( :00 p.m. 
4:45 p.m. · 
I :00 p.m. 
4:00 p.ra. 
2:00 p.m. 
3:00 p . lll. 
4:00 p.lll. 
4:00 p.m. 
3:00 p.m. 
2:00 p.m. 
1:00 p . m. 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
Department pulls 
together during transition 
by Kimberly Connelly 
Transition has been rampant 
across the Regis campus in the 
past year as it has spread 
through all of the college's 
major departments and Regis' 
athletic department was not 
spared change. It lost Athletic 
Director Chris Dittman and 
Sports Information Director 
Bill Gannon this summer. 
The positions were not left 
empty for long, as the search 
to fill the openings ended 
without leaving the field-
house. Barbara Schroeder, 
head women's basketball 
coach and former assistant 
athletic director, was interim 
athletic director and Mike 
Grose, a 1987 Regis graduate 
and former assistant to Bill 
Gannon, was named interim 
sports information director. 
With two vital positions left 
vacant in mid-summer, the 
athletic department should be 
in a state of utter confusion. 
But it's not. 
''Things are running 
smoother than even I had anti-
cipated,'' Schroeder said. 
''We're actually handling the 
transition quite well and we've 
received a lot of support from 
the other departments across 
the campus.'' 
As athletic director and 
head coach of the women's 
basketball team, Schroeder is 
juggling two full-time jobs. 
However, everyone within the 
department has risen to the 
occasion by taking on added 
responsibilities in order to 
ease Schroeder's load. 
Grose feels that part of his 
new job is to make Schroeder's 
e~:tsier. 
'' I hope to not only establish 
myself as a person who can 
handle his job, but I also want 
to take some of the pressure 
off of Barb.'' Grose said. 
Although Schroeder will 
undoubtedly experience great 
drains from her energy supply, 
she is excited and challenged 
by her new responsibilities as 
she sees them as ''a move up 
professionally.'' 
''Whenever you get change 
it's gonna be tough," Grose 
said. "But, Barb is doing a 
heck of a job, and the depart-
ment isn't suffering. In fact, it 
is pulling together." 
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